LIVE SOUND

Grand Touring in Vietnam
A Vietnamese Westlife concert recently saw Outline’s GTO line array
make its Asian debut in a promising market. Barney Jameson reports
Of all Asia’s many and varied
markets, Vietnam is arguably the most
challenging for the touring sound
market segment. While much of the
region has spent decades developing
rising production standards and
expertise to win over the world’s
biggest artists and their touring crews,
Vietnam’s live industry has been
somewhat tempered by government
legislation and cultural barriers. As a
result it is still young and, in the minds
of many, relatively untested.
But it is growing. Manufacturers
with the foresight to invest in
Vietnam are beginning to feel
the benefit, as recently proven
by Italian reinforcement brand
Outline. Having worked alongside
Hanoi City distributor and rental
specialist Fantasies Show Light(FSL)
since 2007, the Brescia-based
manufacturer has developed an
enviable head-start in a territory that
is beginning to draw more attention.
In particular, Western boy bands,
able to perform without culturally
difficult backline and offering an
inoffensive take on popular music,
are increasingly heading for Vietnam’s
shores, and Outline is becoming an
FOH system of choice.

The Irish are coming: Westlife perform in Hanoi
performance by Irish pop group
Westlife, for which 20,000 fans
flooded into My Dinh Stadium,
making national news. Taking
place on October 1st, however,
the concert was far from a repeat
of the springtime Backstreet Boys
appearance. Instead, FSL found itself
marking a first for Asia as it deployed
Outline’s GTO line source array
to help it solve some particularly
awkward front of house issues.
My Dinh is the largest capacity
venue in the country and by far the

At FOH L-R array comprising 12 GTO and three Mantas cabinets per side
was supplemented by a large inventory of Butterfly elements for fills
Indeed something of a watershed
moment occurred in March of this
year when American 1990s boy band
the Backstreet Boys arrived at Hanoi’s
My Dinh Stadium for the final date
of a world tour. The event offered
FSL an opportunity to demonstrate
Vietnamese production values on
a worldwide stage, with a front of
house rig comprising Outline Butterfly
arrays working alongside Funktion
One-loaded delay towers. In October,
however, an even better opportunity
arose to show why large-scale
concerts in Hanoi are becoming the
match of far more developed markets.
The event in question was a

most modern, but it’s not without its
difficulties when it comes to providing
evenly dispersed audio coverage
for live music. Its oval shape lends
itself well to sporting events, but for
the Westlife concert the stage was
erected not at the end of the stands,

but along one side.
The result was a unusually wide
and shallow audience area, with
spectators both standing on the grass
in front of the stage, and seated in
two tiers of wide bleachers, dubbed
Stand A, above the pitch. Further
complicating the situation was a strict
requirement that no delay towers
should be used, as they had been
previously for the Backstreet Boys.
Even the Vietnamese weather added a
final twist – while humidity issues are
by no means an unexpected challenge
in the country, the arrival of a typhoon
the day before the show was less than
welcome.
It is impressive therefore that FSL
owner Dinh Viet Hung recalls the
concert as an entirely successful
experience. ‘It’s a challenge to create
live sound reinforcement in any
stadium,’ he reasons. ‘I don’t think My
Dinh is an exception. We had to face
acoustic problems such as echoes
from surface areas that were a short
distance from the loudspeakers, a
long reverberation time in the lower
frequencies – around nine seconds at
63hz in Stand A, and air absorption.
‘There were three audience areas:
Stand A, the second floor of Stand A,
and the grass inside the stadium. The
stage was 45m away from Stand A,
while the distance between the stage
and the first row of the audience was
seven metres.’ A capacity audience
of around 5,000 people were stood
on the grass pitch, while the furthest
seat in Stand A was 95m from the
FOH system.
It is rare for a large-format system
making its debut in a new region
to be given such a comprehensive
set of problems to solve, but for the
manufacturer of the GTO (Grand
Touring Outline) rig, it’s hard to think
of a better introduction. As Outline
CEO Giorgio Biffi puts it: ‘As far as
Outline is concerned, this event had a
particular importance for us because
FSL in Vietnam is the first Asean

production company purchasing and
deploying GTO.’
Operating the system on the night
were FSL house engineer Doan
Chi Nghia, who also worked on
the Backstreet Boys concert, and
Outline’s own Carlo Gennaro. Together
they used OpenArray software to map
the venue before deploying the rig
itself. ‘OpenArray played an essential
role because it shows the necessary
splay angles to within a 0.25 per cent
accuracy,’ explains Mr Gennaro. ‘This
enabled us to focus the loudspeakers
on the audience and avoid reflections
on the empty spaces or walls between
the three different audience areas.’
The final system comprised two left
and right hangs of 12 GTO cabinets
per side plus three Mantas enclosures
per side for down-fill, plus a further
16 Butterfly elements flown as side
hangs. Additionally two ground-stacks
of three Mantas loudspeakers and two
stacks of Butterfly cabinets were used

for centre fills and out-fills.
‘The OpenArray software helped us
to direct six GTOs towards the second
floor of stand A and six GTOs at first
floor and parts of the pitch,’ explains
Mr Viet Hung. ‘Another three Mantas
covered those who stood nearby
the stage. The extremely accurate
vertical dispersion enabled us to
point the arrays exactly at the areas
that needed to be covered with high
SPL and intelligibility, but only in the
listening area. It enabled us to avoid
the use of delay towers.’ Elsewhere,
five XTA DP448 processors were used
for loudspeaker management while
a Midas Verona 560 was used to mix
front of house alongside a DiGiCo SD8
on monitors.
Despite the challenges, Mr Gennaro
reports that the end result was not
only a successful Asian debut for FSL’s
GTO rig, but a display of how much
further the rental company itself has
come since he lasted visited Hanoi.
‘I did the training for FSL’s purchase
of Butterfly arrays some years ago and
their significantly improved experience
helped very much in achieving a great
result,’ he explains. ‘It was recognised
by the production crew and also by the
audience, despite the severe typhoon
we had the day before the show. It
was my first experience of working on
such a large production under such
adverse weather conditions.’
Having made an impact in Asia’s
youngest tour sound market, GTO
is now heading for more mature
parts of the region with major sales
having been made to production
companies in both China and Japan.
But Vietnam’s role in the introduction
of Outline’s new flagship system is
significant. The territory is developing
fast, and those who are there early
stand to benefit the most.
www fsl.vn
www.outlinearray.com

L-R, FSL owner Dinh Viet Hung, (left) Outlines Carlo Gennaro and
FSL FOH engineer Doan Chi Nghia
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